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Question # 20: Please comment on how the instructor's teaching helped your learning of the material in this course. Please give serious thought to
your comments. Your comments will be studied by the professor after the grade and performance evaluation of your work have been submitted and
may be used in changing future offerings of the course. In addition, these comments are placed in the instructor's file and may be used for purposes
of evaluating the instructor's teaching. The information collected will remain anonymous.
The material was clearly presented and easy to understand. The practice problems helped solidify the information. Thank you for teaching this
class, I really enjoyed it.
Taylor Cyr was an excellent instructor who was very motivated and interacted well with others. He was very concise with his instructions and he
helped me attain a great understanding of the material he taught. I would highly recommend him to my friends because he is one of the best
instructors I have ever had here at UCR. Great work Taylor!
Professor Cyr was very well organized and made the class more interesting than I though it would be. He was able to describe concepts clearly
and made it easy to understand by showing us exactly how to do problems and how we should approach them. One of the better professors I
have had at UCR. PHIL008 was a very interesting, yet challenging course.
This class was very interesting. The professor moved along at a very steady pace and was willing to accommodate his office hours if students
could not make it to the set time. Homework and assignments were easy if students attended class. Overall and enjoyable learning experience.
The course was great my only comment would be that you went little quick over the material but it understandable given that the amount time we
had in class and how fast we we're moving in summer session but overall it was a great class
Professor Cyr is very clear and organized, and made what seemingly was a dry subject, into something that was interesting and fun to learn.
The instructor was very helpful and explained the concepts slowly and clearly. The examples were easy to understand and his slides were well
organized.
Initially I was not interested in taking the course, however once the course began I enjoyed it and ended up learning a lot. Thank you.
The instructor was engaging and well prepared for every lecture; surprisingly never seemed to tire of talking about the material and happily
answered any ambiguities in the course throughout. Instructor never came unprepared and always showed his control over problems to be
solved in class, giving credibility to how knowledgeable he was over the subject matters.
Taylor is an excellent professor! He is very precise and thorough with his lectures. He is very helpful and is always trying to motivate the
students. Overall I think he will be an excellent professor for this class.

